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ABSTRACT 
 
 Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] is the most widely grown oilseed crop and is an 
economical source of protein for human and animal consumption. Due to the continuous 
pursuit for higher seed yield through breeding, and simultaneous expansion of soybean 
acreage into more northern and western growing environments of the U.S., seed composition 
has been altered. Seed protein has continually decreased while oil has seen a slight increase 
as a result of the inter-relationship between seed yield, oil and protein.  There is a need to 
increase yield while maintaining protein levels to keep the US production competitive in 
global markets. The available genetic diversity for improvement of seed compositional traits 
is limited as only a few founder genotypes account for the majority of the soybean parentage.  
A diverse recombinant inbred line (RIL) population from PI479762 / PI567214B with 118 
genotypes was developed and phenotyped for seed protein and oil composition across three 
years and two locations. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping was performed using 5,403 
SNPs from the Illumina Infinium BARCSoySNP6K BeadChip using inclusive composite 
interval mapping (ICIM). Individual location and a multi-environment analysis were used to 
determine stable QTL associated with protein and oil content. Identified QTL were also co-
localized with previously reported QTL to validate or propose novel regions. The single 
environment analysis revealed marker loci linked to seed oil QTL on Gm 08, 09, 11, and 13, 
and seed protein QTL on Gm 13. Subsequent analysis across multiple-environments 
confirmed these QTL and their stability across environments. These QTL will be useful to 
improve the compositional status of U.S. soybeans while introducing genetic diversity for 
seed composition traits.
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CHAPTER I 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Soybean and its uses 
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], a leguminous plant indigenous to eastern Asia, is one 
of the world’s most widely grown crops and provides a large proportion of animal feed and 
industrial oil. Seed composition typically averages 40% protein and 20% oil on a dry weight 
basis making it desirable for more than one use instead of just oil. Soybean domestication began 
approximately 5000 years ago in China, and the earliest record of soybean dates back to the 11th 
century BC (Hymowitz and Shurtleff, 2005). Soybean was first introduced into the United States 
(U.S.) in 1765 by Samuel Bowen, and at that time it was known as Chinese vetch (Hymowitz 
and Harlan, 1983). Soybeans were predominantly used as a source for forage until the 1940’s 
when the crops usefulness as an oilseed crop was realized and production rapidly increased. U.S. 
soybean production surpassed China in 1968, the leading producer at that time, then becoming 
the world leader accounting for 76% of the world’s production (Hymowitz, 1970). In the 2014 
growing season the U.S. produced nearly a third (31%) of the world’s soybeans, of which 46% 
were exported (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, 2014b). Soybean is a globally traded crop 
with 108 of the 285 million metric tons annual production, exported on the world marketplace 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, 2014a). There has been an almost two-and-a-half fold 
increase in production in world soybean production since the 1992/1993 growing season (117 
million metric tons)(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, 2014a).  
Global soybean production is expected to continue to increase with the majority of 
growth coming from South American countries such as Brazil, where exports are projected to 
increase to 37.2 million metric tons by 2020 compared to 28.6 million metric tons in 2009 
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(USDA-ERS, 2016). Growth in production is expected to be derived from acreage expansion and 
improvement in yield potential. The increased production in South American countries is 
likewise expected to decrease the U.S. share of world soybean trade as supply increases. The 
reduction in exported soybeans as a result of increased competition has been met by increased 
domestic consumption of soybean derived products such as soybean meal (Park and Hurburgh Jr, 
2002). Currently no pricing structure exists for processors to price soybean according to protein 
composition, thereby reducing the demand for improving the protein composition of soybean 
meal across the nation (Park and Hurburgh Jr, 2002). The changing market dynamic comes in 
response to increasing supply by South American countries where seed protein content is 
typically higher compared to U.S. soybeans (Park and Hurburgh Jr, 2002). As soybeans are 
produced for their protein and oil, seed composition is a critical breeding objective so that 
soybeans maintain their advantage as a dual use crop. Therefore improvement of soybean seed 
composition is becoming one of the top prioritiesof U.S. breeders, farmers, and processors to 
preserve the current market share. 
 
Uses and Processing of Soybean 
At the completion of maturity (R8) seed is harvested and stored prior to processing (Fehr, 
et al., 1971). Soybeans typically can enter into two processes; undergo the crush process to 
extract protein and oil constituents, or whole seed export. The soybean crush is a physical 
process where soybean seed is processed into oil and meal. During the first steps of the crush 
process the seed is cracked to remove the seed hull followed by rolling into flakes prior to oil 
extraction (Liu, 2012). The flakes then go through an extraction process typically using hexane 
where oil is extracted leaving a by-product of dried flakes ready for processing into soybean 
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meal (Erickson, 2015). The soybean meal is then placed through a steam process to remove 
residual hexane, followed by toasting to dry and preserve the flakes prior to use in animal feeds 
(Erickson, 2015). Depending upon the end-user for oil, it can undergo series of refining for 
human consumption or be used without further refining as crude soybean oil as in many 
industrial uses (Erickson, 2015;Kulp, 2000). New industrial uses of soybean include biodiesel 
production, adhesives, plastics, and numerous other uses as a feedstock. Soybean seeds may also 
be traded on the world marketplace with a projected 46% of the 2015/16 U.S. crop destined to be 
exported and 51% crushed for oil and protein extraction where these products are either used 
domestically or exported (USDA-ERS, 2016).  
 
Soybean Protein and Meal 
 In 2014, it was estimated that domestic livestock production consumed 27.7 million 
metric tons of soybean meal as a feed additive, and the three largest users were poultry (55%), 
swine (22%), and beef cattle (11%) (SoyStats, 2016c). Soybean meal is a popular feedstock 
because of its high protein composition (44% (with hulls) and 48% (dehulled)) and its highly 
digestible amino acids that are important for animal growth and development (O'Mara, et al., 
1997). World meat consumption is projected to increase by 1.4% per year until 2024 making 
animal production an important consumer of soybean meal (OECD-FAO, 2015). In 2014, 39.1 
million metric tons of soybean meal were produced (Figure 1) at an average price of $408 per 
metric ton compared to 33.0 million metric tons produced at an average price of $202/ ton in 
2004 (SoyStats, 2016b). Approximately 75% of soybean meal produced is utilized domestically 
and the remainder exported (SoyStats, 2016a). Soybean meal contains a high quality composition 
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of amino acids; except it is lower in sulphur containing amino acids methionine and cysteine, 
therefore supplemental amino acid methionine and cysteine are often  
added to feed rations (Fernandez, et al., 1994;Medic, et al., 2014).  
Figure 1: U.S. soybean meal production from 1990-2014 
 
Amino acids are the building blocks of protein but some amino acids such as methionine 
and cysteine cannot be synthesized by animals (Brosnan and Brosnan, 2006). Further 
complicating the improvement of amino acid composition, Medic et al. (2014) identified that the 
total percentage of the limiting amino acid decreased with the increase in protein composition. 
Recent studies are attempting to identify genetic diversity for methionine, cysteine and other 
amino acids as improving the status of these in soybean meal would provide significant cost 
savings for livestock producers while improving the value of soybean meal (Ramamurthy, et al., 
2014;Warrington, et al., 2015). 
 
 
Figure 2. U.S. soybean meal production reported from 1990-2014. 
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Soybean Oil 
Soybeans account for 55% of the world’s oilseed production followed by canola, with 
16% of the total market share (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, 2014b). In 2014, 9.3 million 
metric tons of soybean oil was produced at an average price of $705/ ton (Figure 2). A bushel of 
soybean seed yields approximately 11.4 pounds of oil (Agricultural Marketing Resource Center, 
2015). The quality of the oil is important as the amount and proportion of fatty acids can 
influence the end-use. The compositional quality demand of soybean oil varies depending on it 
end-use.  The amount of soybean oil consumed for the production of biodiesel has increased 
from 1.9 million liters in 1999 to 6.6 billion liters in 2014 (SoyStats, 2016d). Industrial 
applications for soybean oil are continually growing with the most recent uses of soy foam, 
hydraulic fluid, and bio-composites expanding the market beyond just human consumption. 
Soybean oil is composed primarily of triacylglycerol that contains three fatty acids bonded to a 
glycerol backbone (Medic, et al., 2014). On average, the fatty acid composition is 54% linoleic 
acid (18:2), 22% oleic acid (18:1), 10% linolenic acid (18:3), 10% palmitic acid (16:0), and 4% 
stearic acid (18:0) (Wilson, 2004). Soybean oil high in polyunsaturated fats is typically 
hydrogenated to lengthen the shelf life and stability of oil (Haun, et al., 2014). However, a by-
product of hydrogenation is trans-fats which have known adverse health effects (Clemente and 
Cahoon, 2009;Danaei, et al., 2009). To remove or reduce the need for hydrogenation in cooking 
oil, a significant amount of effort in soybean breeding has targeted the reduction of 
polyunsaturated fats. Efforts to improve the stability and the lifespan of oil for home and 
commercial uses include reducing linolenic acid, increasing oleic acid, and pairing high oleic 
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acid with above average stearic acid (Bubeck, et al., 1989;Fehr, et al., 1992;Tang, et al., 2005). 
Significant investments have been made through traditional and transgenic approaches to modify 
oleic acid content with reported oleic acid content up to 85% (Buhr, et al., 2002;Fehr, 2007). 
Therefore continual improvement of soybean oil quality and quantity composition is needed to 
meet the expanding uses and demands of consumers. 
 
 
Factors affecting Protein and Oil content 
 Soybean seed composition typically averages 40% protein and 20% oil on a dry weight 
basis but environment, genetics, management and their interactions can cause significant 
variation in the observed content (Liu, et al., 1995;Wilson, 2004). The effect of environment can 
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Figure 2: U.S. soybean oil production from 1990-2014. 
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influence seed composition as drier and hotter growing conditions typically result in higher 
protein. Moisture availability and temperature during reproductive growth stages are two 
predominant factors that impact seed composition (Robinson, et al., 2009;Rotundo and Westgate, 
2010). As soybean breeders have continually developed improved cultivars, protein content has 
been reduced while oil content has slightly increased as seed yield has remained the primary 
breeding objective (Rowntree, et al., 2013). Agronomic practices and production systems can 
also alter soybean seed composition. Soybean seed yield has continually been increased in part to 
earlier planting date as a result of increasing the cumulative solar interception over the growing 
season (De Bruin and Pedersen, 2008). Rowntree et al. (2013) determined that earlier planting 
decreased the amount of protein accumulated in maturity group (MG) II cultivars. As soybean 
breeders continually strive to increase yield and producers plant earlier, a further reduction in 
protein can be expected that can also be influenced by weather during the growing season.  
 
Trends in Soybean Oil and Protein 
 Variation in seed composition occurs as the growing environment changes spatially 
across different scales from country, region, producer, and within field. Thakur and Hurburgh 
(2007) determined that soybeans grown in Brazil contained higher protein content than soybean 
from the U.S.; while those from Argentina maintained the lowest levels of seed protein content. 
However, Grieshop and Fahey (2001) found no difference in seed protein content between 
soybean produced in Brazil and the U.S., and that soybean produced in China contained the 
highest level of protein. This discrepancy in findings is likely attributed to the variation in 
weather, cultivars, and production practices that occur between countries.  
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Growing conditions of the plant have a significant effect on seed composition with water 
availability and temperature driving the regional variation (Rotundo and Westgate, 2009). 
Protein content is less sensitive to drought and can easily be sourced from re-partitioning other 
plant material (Rotundo and Westgate, 2009) . This was illustrated by Rotunda et al. (2016) who 
found that southern areas in the U.S. typically produced seed with higher protein composition 
and generally had a greater incidence of water stress. Oil composition relies on assimilate supply, 
which is one of the first physiological mechanisms impacted during drought (Rotundo and 
Westgate, 2009). Regional climate in combination with cultivar differences, and production 
practices explain at least some of the variation in seed composition observed across the U.S. and 
between countries. Southern and eastern regions in the U.S. have a greater potential for 
producing soybean withhigher protein while northern and western environments have greater 
potential for oil production (Brumm and Hurburgh, 2006;Yaklich, et al., 2002). Yaklich et al., 
(2002) observed, since 1973, soybeans in southern environments are developing a larger 
potential for protein production in comparison to their northern counterparts. Protein and oil in 
these lines were more negatively correlated than in northern varieties suggesting that improving 
oil in these lines may be more difficult. Brumm and Hurburgh (2006) found that while protein is 
increasing in southern environments, the current expansion of soybean acreage in northern 
environments where oil production is favored is growing rapidly, and has resulted in a slight 
decrease in protein composition of U.S. soybean. The change in soybean composition was 
observed by Park and Hurburgh (2002) where soybeans sourced from North Dakota averaged 
47.3% meal protein content as a result of the reduced protein composition that is expected in 
more northern environments. This places the North Dakota average of 47.3% below the 47.5% 
threshold that processors use to trade protein meal. Figure 3 illustrates this change in seed 
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composition as a result of the location of production with Minnesota (MN) approaching the 
lower threshold that is required to produce acceptable protein meal. Figure 3 also explains the 
regional stratification in seed composition as southern environments such as soybean sourced 
from Mississippi (MS) typically have higher protein and oil composition resulting in soybean 
meal with higher protein content. However as more soybean are produced and sourced from 
northern environments, the majority of soybean meal will approach the lower thresholds of 
47.5% protein meal. Breeding efforts are needed to improve the soybean seed composition to 
maintain the quality standards that processor and end-users expect. While some factors such as 
weather cannot be controlled, unique genetic backgrounds can be created that pair the regional 
compositional trends and production practices to develop a value-added soybean. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
O
il 
(%
) 
Protein (%) 
Figure 3: Combination of oil and protein composition which produces protein meal within 
the range of 47.5%-48.5%. (Illustration by Brumm and Hurburgh, 2015) 
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Soybean protein composition is being reduced at the cost of increasing yield, protein 
content per unit area has increased as yield has steadily increased (Brumm and Hurburgh, 
2006;Wilcox and Guodong, 1997;Wilcox and Shibles, 2001).The inverse relationship between 
protein and yield has been observed in numerous studies; the most recent study by Rincker et al . 
(2014), showed a reduction of protein in the most widely grown maturity groups (II and III) at a 
rate of -0.22 g kg-1 yr-1 . Wilcox (2001) found similar results in the group II maturity with a 
reduction of -0.27 g kg-1 yr-1 and other studies also confirmed negative rates (Ustun, et al., 
2001;Voldeng, et al., 1997). This trend is consistent for the entire U.S. and may be driven by the 
rapid expansion of soybeans to western and northern environments (Brumm and Hurburgh, 
2006). Figure 4 illustrates the change in areas of production since the 1963-1967 growing 
seasons in comparison to 2008-2012. These growing conditions and cultivars utilized in more 
northern locations contain a greater potential for higher oil and lower protein content (Yaklich, et 
al., 2002).  
11 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Soybean acreage harvested per county of 1963-1967 (top) and 2008-2012 (bottom) 
growing seasons. Rapid expansion of soybean acreage within red circle. (Illustration by 
USDA,ERS) 
 
Unlike protein, oil maintains a positive correlation with yield and Rincker et al . (2015) 
observed an increase in oil concentration of 0.14 g kg-1 yr-1 and 0.10 g kg-1 yr-1   for maturity 
groups II and III, respectively. The trend of increasing oil composition for MG II and MG III 
with yield has been observed as a result of the negative correlation between protein and oil 
(Voldeng et al., 1997; Ustun et al., 2001). With the current status of the growing competition on 
the world marketplace for soybeans, it is important for U.S. soybean breeders, producers, and 
processors to consider seed quality to continue providing a high quality product. 
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Breeding Objectives 
 Increasing seed yield is the main breeding objective of soybean genetic enhancement 
programs. Along with increasing seed yield, protection against diseases, insects, and nematodes 
are also important breeding objectives. Fernandez-Cornejo et al . (2014) revealed in an analysis 
of authorized releases of genetically engineered varieties that over half of the releases have 
contained traits of yield protection (e.g. herbicide traits) with traits responsible for product 
composition quality coming in second.  
The large investment in yield protection traits have been made in response to improving 
yield instead of quality as most producers are not compensated for quality traits. Soybean 
breeders and producers have made gains in soybean yield with national yield averages of 23.5 
bushels/acre in 1960 to 48 bushels/acre in 2015 (USDA-ERS, 2016). Rincker et al. (2015) 
estimated yield gains of 23.1 and 22.8 kg ha-1 yr-1 in maturity groups II and III, respectively, 
from cultivars released from 1928 to 2008. Yield has remained the premier objective as 
producers are compensated on a per weight basis while only limited premiums exist for high 
protein and oil seed composition (Brumm and Hurburgh, 2006).  
Developing cultivars with a high percentage of seed protein and oil requires breeders to 
introduce genetic diversity from diverse genetic backgrounds. The current genetic diversity for 
seed composition is limited with such a narrow parental base in modern germplasm (Mikel, et 
al., 2010). The USDA soybean germplasm collection contains a large group of diverse lines, with 
a range in protein concentration from 34-58% and oil composition of 8-24%  (Hill, et al., 
2001;Hill, et al., 2005). Although these lines are attractive for their seed composition they 
contain unfavorable attributes that may limit their immediate use in breeding programs and 
therefore require multiple generations of selection and improvement. For example, high protein 
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soybean typically have lower yield through reduced seed number (Rotundo and Westgate, 2010). 
Simultaneously improving both protein and oil is challenging due to a negative correlation 
between these traits and often leave breeders with the decision to improve one while maintaining 
the other (Hartwig and Kilen, 1991;Wilcox and Shibles, 2001). Yaklich et al. (2002) observed 
variation in the correlation coefficient between protein and oil content among maturity groups. 
Early maturing cultivars (Group 00 and 0) had the lowest correlation between protein and oil (-
0.176 and -0.288, respectively), and later maturities (Group VI and VII) had the highest 
correlations (-0.568 and -0.616, respectively). It suggests that breeding strategies to increase seed 
yield and maintaining high seed oil and protein content is possible in northern US environment.  
Previously released cultivars with both high protein composition and yield potential have 
been identified that do not display the expected relationship. An example of high protein and 
yield as well as a cultivar derived from diverse genetic background is ‘N6201’. It was reported 
that ‘N6201’ may contain a QTL increasing protein composition without impacting yield 
potential (Carter, et al., 2010). Several other genotypes have been identified with high protein 
without sacrificing yield potential such as D90-7256 and S97-1688(Anand, et al., 2004;Hartwig, 
1996). 
 
QTL mapping for Protein and Oil content 
 The two main methods for detecting significant marker or QTL are association and 
linkage mapping. Association mapping can be used to identify QTL through association of a 
locus with a trait of interest that is in linkage disequilibrium (Yu and Buckler, 2006). This 
approach uses historical linkage disequilibrium from a number of diverse genotypes without any 
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known relatedness while not requiring specific populations to be developed for mapping 
purposes. Association studies have high mapping resolution and are not limited to the number of 
alleles that is segregating between parents (Myles, et al., 2009). Association mapping requires a 
large number of genotypes to identify putative QTL and spurious association can possibly be 
made if population structure is unaccounted for (Cardon and Bell, 2001). In some instances, a 
significant phenotyping effort is required due to the large population size.   
Linkage mapping relies on a population developed specifically for the purpose of 
mapping that typically uses bi-parental or backcross breeding strategies. This allows the 
researcher to select the parental genotypes and control the relatedness of the population. Several 
population types and methods can be used for QTL detection with contrasting power of 
resolution. These methods rely on recombination which is responsible for genetic variation and 
impact the resulting mapping resolution. Backcross (BC), F2, double haploid, recombinant inbred 
line (RIL), and advanced intercross lines can be used to identify QTL with varying resolution. 
RIL populations are developed through repeated selfing of individuals of the same population 
until homozygosity is achieved (Takuno, et al., 2012).  
Genetic markers are used to estimate recombination within the genome and then 
associations are made between genotypes and phenotypes (Myles, et al., 2009). A downfall to 
this approach is the limitation in the number of parents used as the number of segregating alleles 
is significantly decreased compared to a population of unrelated genotypes. QTL resolution is 
also reduced in linkage mapping in comparison to association studies as the number of 
recombination events are much smaller reducing the region that a QTL can be localized to 
(Cardon and Bell, 2001;Myles, et al., 2009). 
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 The predominant methods used for mapping quantitative traits are: single marker 
analysis, simple interval mapping (SIM), and composite interval mapping (Browman, 
2001;Lander and Botstein, 1989;Zeng, 1994). Single marker analysis uses analysis of variance 
for each genotype class of every marker to identify the association between the genotype and the 
phenotype but the linkage of marker with gene is unknown (Browman, 2001). Simple interval 
mapping calculates the recombination frequency between markers and estimates the position and 
effect of QTL using a logarithm of the odds (LOD) score and a significance threshold (Lander 
and Botstein, 1989). In the presence of linked QTL, SIMmay confound the reported QTL as no 
adjustment is made for these other significant QTL(Zeng, 1994); while composite interval 
mapping utilizes multiple regression and adjusts for linked QTL by using other markers as 
cofactors.  
Identification of environmentally stable QTL is an important target for breeders and 
locating these QTL is often performed by evaluating the genotypes across multiple locations. A 
recent mapping approach by Li et al . (2015) utilizes inclusive composite interval mapping 
(ICIM) of multi-environment trials to estimate the effect and the magnitude of the G x E of the 
QTL. ICIM uses a two-step mapping approach where first, stepwise regression is conducted to 
select significant markers and secondly the phenotypic values are adjusted according to the 
markers following step one. The analysis of multi-environment tests combines the individual 
locations into a single test where QTL are identified and their effect across the environments is 
estimated to determine stability of the loci. Identification of stable QTL will assist breeders to 
identify QTL from populations that are expressed regardless of the environment and to 
implement in a molecular assisted selection scheme for the trait of interest.  
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Seed protein and oil content are complex qualitative traits with polygenic inheritance and 
varying effects. SoyBase (http://soybase.org, accessed 9 Mar. 2016) reported 188 and 152 oil and 
protein QTL respectively across the genome. Previously reported protein and oil QTL have been 
identified in populations from interspecific crosses between Glycine max and Glycine soja, plant 
introductions (PI) as parents, PI / elite lines, and elite / elite crosses (Diers, et al., 
1992;Eskandari, et al., 2013;Pathan, et al., 2013). Eskandari et al. (2013) identified oil 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) that were positively correlated with yield and another that was 
positively associated with protein. Pathan et al. (2013) identified two QTL (on chromosomes 5 
and 6) that were common protein and oil QTL in two mapping populations. With the assistance 
of molecular markers, QTL that do not exhibit the expected increase in one trait at the cost of 
another can be used in a breeding program to improve both protein and oil simultaneously 
(Wang, et al., 2015). Several studies report dissimilar QTL as mapping resolution is impacted by 
the genetic background, population size, environment, phenotype, and markers used to detect 
putative QTL (Beavis, 1994). These QTL can be considered environmentally sensitive and may 
only be detected in specific environments or years within their respective population. While still 
contributing to the trait of interest, environmentally sensitive QTL are of limited use as they do 
not provide consistent effects regardless of year, environment, and genetic background 
(Brummer, et al., 1997). However, some QTL have been reported multiple times such as protein 
QTL on Gm 06, 15, and 20 and oil QTL on Gm 05, 06 and 20  (Bandillo, et al., 2015;Hwang, et 
al., 2014). A recent study by Hwang et al. (2014) verified these major QTL and others in an 
association study using a diverse panel containing genotypes of high and normal protein levels. 
Given the current status in genetic relatedness among modern soybean cultivars it is likely most 
of these major QTL are fixed in the current germplasm. Implementing new genetic diversity into 
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current breeding material will require significant breeding effort as the material is mostly un-
adapted and several rounds of selection may be required to recover the target phenotype. 
The objectives of this study were to study a linkage mapping population created from the 
cross of two diverse plant introduction accessions, and to identify QTL associated with seed 
protein and oil composition. 
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CHAPTER II 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Soybean is native to Asia containing 40% protein 21% oil and 34% carbohydrates on 
a percent dry basis (Medic, et al., 2014). Soybeans account for 55% of the world’s oilseed 
production as the seed is high in oil; and high protein making it an important feedstock, and 
fuel source (SoyStats, 2016d). Extracted oil can be used in numerous end-products such as 
cooking oil, biodiesel, and plastics. A by-product of the oil extraction process, soybean meal 
is a high quality livestock feed that is an economical source of amino acids as a result of the 
large scale of production. In response to the growing demand for soybean oil and meal, 
production has steadily increased with the U.S accounting for 33% of world production 
followed by Brazil which produces 31% (SoyStats, 2016b).  
 Yield has been the main breeding objective for soybean breeders, and only few 
premiums for seed composition are available leading to a reduction in the protein content; 
and a yield increase (29 kg ha–1 yr–1) has been accompanied by a loss of seed protein (0.22 g 
kg-1 yr-1) from 1928 to 2008 (Rincker, et al., 2014;Thakur and Hurburgh, 2007). Regional 
trends have been reported for yield-oil-protein relationship, for example, southern 
environments produce soybeans with a higher sum of protein and oil while northern and 
western environments were lower (Rotundo, et al., 2016). As soybean production has 
expanded into northern and western environments as well as the continual pursuit of yield, 
seed composition has consequently suffered necessitating a need for developing and utilizing 
strategies to increase protein in high yield background.  
 Genetic diversity contributing to commercial cultivars has undergone a severe 
bottleneck as 80 of the nearly 45,000 available landraces account for 99% of the parentage of 
North American soybeans (Carter Jr, et al., 2004).  Phenotypic variation exists for seed 
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protein and oil content between genotypes of the USDA germplasm collection with reported 
ranges of 34.1 to 56.8% and 8.1 to 27.9% respectively (Wilson, 2004). With the recurrent 
selection processes breeding programs use, useful genetic diversity is needed to introgress 
new alleles for protein and oil composition. Genomic regions associated with increased 
protein and oil composition can be identified through linkage mapping or through association 
studies. Linkage mapping typically uses a population developed from a bi-parental cross 
where markers are used to make a genetic map using the observed recombination frequency 
and then phenotypes are associated with a genomic region. Association mapping studies rely 
on historical recombination events from a population of un-related individuals where markers 
are associated with a phenotype through linkage disequilibrium (Myles, et al., 2009). 
Association mapping is useful for breeding programs since mapping populations do not have 
to be developed and a higher genetic resolution is achieved (Cardon and Bell, 2001). 
However the power to detect an association is a function of allele frequencies and the effect 
on the phenotype (Myles, et al., 2009). Given the large diversity in genotypes in the USDA 
germplasm collection, rare alleles may exist that may not be detected in association studies 
and a linkage mapping may be more useful (Bandillo, et al., 2015).  
 Seed protein and oil content are complex qualitative traits with polygenic inheritance 
and varying effects. SoyBase (http://soybase.org, accessed 9 Mar. 2016) reported 188 and 
152 oil and protein QTL, respectively, across the genome. Several studies report dissimilar 
QTL as identification and effect estimation is impacted by the genetic background, 
population size, environment, phenotype, and markers used to detect putative QTL. While 
still contributing to the trait of interest, environmentally sensitive QTL are of limited use as 
they do not provide consistent effects regardless of year, environment, and genetic 
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background (Brummer, et al., 1997). However, some QTL have been reported multiple times 
such as protein QTL on Gm 06, 15, 20 and oil QTL on Gm 05, 06 and 20 (Bandillo, et al., 
2015;Hwang, et al., 2014). A recent study by Hwang et al. (2014) verified these major QTL 
and others in an association study using a diverse panel containing genotypes of high and 
normal protein levels. After successful identification of stable QTL, the use of molecular 
markers in a marker assisted selection program can be used to introgress the target allele into 
an elite background (Palomeque, et al., 2009). Introgression of QTL from diverse genetic 
backgrounds into elite lines is needed to improve compositional traits to alleviate the severe 
bottleneck that has been artificially created.   
 The objectives of this study was to identify markers associated with seed protein and 
oil composition and to assess their stability across six environments using RIL population 
derived from a diverse bi-parental cross of PI479762 / PI567214B.   
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CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Genetic Material and Population Development 
A mapping population was developed from a cross between PI479762/PI567214B. 
PI479762 is a Chinese variety introduced into the United States in 1983 and PI567214B was 
introduced from the Vavilov institute in St. Petersburg, Russia. Both genotypes are classified 
as maturity group I and have indeterminate growth habit. Preliminary screening of parental 
genotypes was conducted in 2006 and 2007 at two locations with two replications per year in 
a test of 57 soybean introductions [R. Nelson, USDA-ARS]. Over these 8 replications both 
parents contained similar composition profiles averaging  390 g kg-1 and 399 g kg-1 protein 
220 g kg-1  and 219 g kg-1 oil for PI479762  and PI 567214B respectively.[Data courtesy, Dr. 
R. Nelson, USDA-ARS]. Crosses were made in the winter of 2008-09. Five F1 plants were 
grown at Urbana, Illinois during the summer of 2009 and each plant was harvested 
separately. The seeds from the F1 plants were planted in 2010 totaling approximately 1000 F2 
seeds. Successful hybridization between the two parents was determined from the F1 and F2 
plants based on flower color differences between the parents. From the F2 through the F4 
generation, the population was advanced via single seed descent at Urbana, Illinois. In 2012, 
118 F4 plants were harvested individually and planted in single rows in 2013 for initial seed 
composition testing in a single replication using a completely randomized design (CRD).   
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Field Experiments 
Evaluation of the RIL population consisting of 118 genotypes across multiple years 
was conducted at Urbana, IL in 2013, 2014, and 2015 (IL-13, IL14, and IL-15) at one 
location each year. The population was also evaluated at the Iowa State University (ISU) 
Agronomy Farm near Boone, IA in 2014 (IA-14) at one location and at two locations (IA15-
Br and IA15-Bu) in 2015 located at the Bruner and Burkey farms (ISU).  
The IL-13, IL-14, IL-15 and IA-14 locations were planted in a single 1.52 m long plot 
with 0.75 m spacing between rows. IA15-Bu and IA15-Br were planted in two rows. Two 
replications in a randomized complete block design were used at all locations and years, 
except IL-13 which was not replicated, and both parental lines were included in each 
experiment. Plots were seeded at a rate of 26 seeds m-1 and no issues with emergence were 
observed in any of the locations.  
Table 1: Experimental layout structure for evaluation of mapping population. 
 
Year Location Reps Design Plot Size 
Row(s) x Length (m) 
2013 Champaign, IL 1 CRD 1 x 1.52 
2014 Champaign, IL 2 RCB 1 x 1.52 
2014 Ames 2 RCB 1 x 1.52 
2015 Ames-Burkey 2 RCB 2 x 1.52 
2015 Ames-Bruner 2 RCB 2 x 1.52 
2015 Champaign, IL 2 RCB 1 x 1.52 
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Weather Data 
 Monthly mean temperature and rainfall data was acquired from NOAA weather 
stations with the closest proximity to the field locations (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-
web/datatools/findstation) for the growing season (May-September).  
Phenotypic Analysis 
The entire plot was harvested by combine and the entire sample collected for seed 
protein and oil analysis. Seed content was analyzed using near-infrared reflectance (NIR) 
spectroscopy and adjusted to 13% moisture using the entire sample harvested from the plots 
using a model 1255 Infratec NIR food and feed grain analyzer (Ultra Tec Manufacturing, 
Inc., Santa Ana, CA). Seed weight for Iowa locations was determined for each plot on the 
basis of a random 100-seed sample but where not collected from the Illinois locations. The 
phenotypic data for protein and oil content was analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
with JMP software (JMP®, Version 12. SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, 1989-2007). A 
combined ANOVA analysis was used across all locations and years with the following model  
𝑌𝑗𝑘 = µ + 𝐺𝑖 +  𝐸𝑗 +  𝑅(𝑗)𝑘 + 𝐺𝐸(𝑖𝑗) + ∈(𝑖𝑗𝑘) 
Where 𝐺𝑖 the effect of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ genotype, 𝐸𝑗 is the effect of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ environment effect, 𝑅(𝑗)𝑘 
is effect of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ replication nested in the 𝑗𝑡ℎ environment, 𝐺𝐸(𝑖𝑗)is the genotype and 
environment interaction. Genotype, environment and their interaction were considered fixed 
while replications were random factors. Analysis of individual environments was completed 
with a mixed model with 𝐺𝑖 the effect of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ genotype, 𝑅𝑗 is the effect of the jth 
replication while genotype was considered fixed and replication a random factor.  
𝑌𝑗𝑘 = µ + 𝐺𝑖 +   𝑅𝑗 + ∈(𝑖𝑗𝑘) 
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Least-square (LS) means for protein and oil content were obtained for genotypes from each 
model and used in the subsequent analysis and QTL mapping. Transgressive segregation was 
determined by using a Dunnett’s test to compare all RIL genotypes with that of the high or 
low parental phenotype for protein and oil at each location. A linear regression approach was 
used across all locations to determine the severity of the negative correlation between protein 
and oil. The top 15% performing genotypes across all three locations in each state were 
identified with the highest sum of protein and oil as well as genotypes with high protein and 
oil using the LS means generated by the individual environment analysis. Broad sense 
heritability was estimated using the formula 𝐻2 =
𝜎𝑔
2
[𝜎𝑔
2+(
𝜎𝑔𝑒 
2
𝑒
)+(
𝜎2
𝑟𝑒
)]
  where H2 is heritability, 
𝜎𝑔
2 the genotypic variance, 𝜎𝑔𝑒 
2 the genotype x environment variance, 𝜎2 the error variance, r 
the number of replications, and e the number of environments (Nyquist, 1991).  
 
Genotyping 
 Leaf tissue was collected from parental and RIL genotypes in the F4:6 generation at 
the IA-14 location by collecting a newly emerged trifoliate in a 2 ml tube and was 
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples were then stored in -40 oC until DNA 
extraction. DNA extraction was performed by the Iowa State University DNA Facility and 
SNP genotyping was done at Michigan State University using the Illumina Infinium 
BARCSoySNP6K BeadChip. 5,403 SNP loci were used to genotype RIL and parental 
genotypes. Markers that were monomorphic, heterozygous parental markers, segregation 
distortion and redundant markers were removed from the analysis. Markers in segregation 
distortion were determined by their 2 value using IciMapping (Wang et al., 2011). 
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Redundant markers were determined using JoinMap v 4.1 with a threshold of 0.958 (Van 
Ooijen, 2006).  
 
 
 
Linkage Mapping and QTL Analysis 
LS means of protein and oil content were generated from individual analysis were 
used in QTL mapping of individual environments as well as in the Multi-Environment Trial 
(MET) mapping approach. Linkage map construction and QTL analysis were completed in 
IciMapping. A LOD threshold of 5.0 was used to group markers, the traveling salesperson 
algorithm (nnTwoOpt) for grouping, and Sum of Adjacent Distances (SAD) to ripple 
markers. A linkage map with 20 linkage groups was created using the Kosambi function. 
Inclusive composite interval mapping (ICIM) (Li et al., 2008) was used for QTL mapping 
with a LOD threshold of 3.0 for individual locations. ICIM was also used to identify stable 
QTL using the Multi-Environment Trial mapping (MET). This function uses stepwise 
regression within each environment of testing to select significant markers followed by 
interval mapping to identify significant QTL. The effects of the QTL (using a LOD AxE 
score) identified are then tested to determine if the effect at each location in comparison to 
the overall estimated effect is significant. The null hypothesis of this test is that the putative 
QTL is stable across environments. QTL with a large amount of variation of estimated 
effects as a result of G x E interactions are considered unstable and not desirable by breeders. 
A LOD threshold of 5.42 was used according to Li et al. (2015) adjusting the LOD threshold 
according to number of environments and genome size to account for type I errors. Therefore 
in this test, QTL with LOD scores below the predetermined threshold fail to reject the null 
hypothesis and are considered stable. Co-localization of previous reported QTL was 
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conducted using a 10 cM window of the reported marker interval according to the 
GmComposite_2003 genetic map (Song et al., 2004). QTL mapping was also performed 
using LS means of seed weight, plant height, and lodging to determine if these QTL co-
localized with the putative oil and protein regions. These traits were only collected at IA14, 
IA15-Bu, and IA15-Br. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Phenotypic Analysis 
 A combined analysis of all replicated environments (excluding IL-13) revealed RIL 
genotype and locations were significantly different (p<0.001) for protein and oil composition 
(Table 2 and 3).  G x E interaction was also significant (p < 0.001) indicating that the oil and 
protein content among genotypes differed across locations. The significant effect of 
environment was expected as the two locations (IL and IA) are geographically distant and 
encounter different weather conditions during the growing season. The Illinois environments 
experienced warmer temperatures and less rainfall during grain fill (August) in 2013 and 
2014 which is associated with increased protein composition (Supplementary Figure 1 & 2). 
Weather conditions at the Iowa environments were typically cooler and wetter during grain 
fill as in 2014 and 2015. This trend is in agreement with the observation that protein 
production is favored in warmer, drier growing conditions (Piper and Boote, 1999).  As the 
genotype by environment interaction effect was significant, environments were analyzed 
separately and QTL mapping performed with the individual location LS means. 
Table 2: Combined ANOVA table of seed protein composition of parents and 
recombinant inbred lines from PI479762 / PI567214B grown across two years and five 
locations in replicated experiments. 
Source DF Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F 
Genotype (G) 117 776.0 16.1 <.0001 
Environment (E)  3 3195.3 2593.0 <.0001 
G X E 474 352.3 1.8 <.0001 
Rep (Environment) 1 14.2 34.5 <.0001 
Error 591 4615.9   
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Table 3: Combined ANOVA table of seed oil composition of parents and recombinant 
inbred lines from PI479762 / PI567214B grown across two years and five locations in 
replicated experiments. 
Source DF Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F 
Genotype (G) 117 396.2 21.3 <.0001 
Environment (E) 3 3189.4 6696.5 <.0001 
G X E 474 124.9 1.7 <.0001 
Rep (Environment) 1 5.5 34.5 <.0001 
Error 591 93.8   
 
Analysis of individual locations revealed that RIL genotypes varied significantly (p 
<0.001) for seed protein and oil content over three years and five locations (5 environments) 
(Table 4).  Parental genotypes were significantly different (p<0.04) for seed protein content 
at IA15-Br and did not differ at other locations for protein or oil (Table 5). This data is in 
agreement with the data reported by USDA from tests conducted in 2006 and 2007. The wide 
range in phenotypes and the continuous distribution of the traits are an indication of the 
quantitative inheritance that can be expected with protein and oil composition (Figure 5). 
The heritability on an entry mean basis was 0.67 and 0.79 for protein and oil content, 
respectively. The moderate to high heritability values indicate that breeders can accurately 
select for protein and oil as the genetic variation is translated into the phenotype (Visscher et 
al., 2008). Pathan et al. (2013) estimated heritability of two populations; 
Magellan/PI438489B and Magellan/PI567516C grown in three locations of 0.63 and 0.76 for 
oil and 0.62 and 0.66 for protein in the respective RIL populations. These heritability 
estimates are in line with other soybean QTL mapping studies of protein and oil  in the 
literature (Brummer, et al., 1997; Chung et al., 2003; Eskandari et al., 2013). 
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Table 4: ANOVA results at individual environments for seed protein and oil of parents 
and recombinant inbred lines from PI479762 / PI567214B grown across two years and 
five locations in replicated experiments. 
   P-value (RILs)  P-value (Parents) 
Year  Location Protein Oil  Protein Oil 
2014  IA <.0001 <.0001  0.64 0.63 
2014  IL <.0001 <.0001  0.90 0.99 
2015  IA-Br <.0001 <.0001  0.04 0.14 
2015  IA-Bu <.0001 <.0001  0.37 0.57 
2015   IL <.0001 <.0001   0.15 0.42 
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Figure 5: Distribution of protein and oil (%) composition determined by NIR 
spectroscopy of recombinant inbred lines from PI479762 / PI567214B population. 
Trait mean of parents (LS means) is presented. 
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Identification of transgressive segregants was conducted in comparison to the high 
and low parent for both protein and oil. Comparing RIL genotypes to the parent with the 
highest value protein content: 3, 3, 8, 18, and 10 RILs were transgressive segregants at IL14, 
IA14, IL15, IA15-Br, and IA15-Bu respectively. The number of RIL genotypes greater than 
the parent with the highest oil content were: 5, 5, 9, 5, and 17 at IL14, IA14, IL15, IA15-Br, 
and IA15-Bu respectively. Transgressive segregants from the lowest parent were also 
observed (Table 5). While both parents were not statistically different from each other, the 
resulting progeny have significant variation for both protein and oil. This synergism between 
parents suggest contrasting QTL are responsible between both parents resulting in 
transgressive segregation for both protein and oil composition. The exceptionally low protein 
content at IL15 can likely be attributed to the extremely wet growing season and cooler than 
normal temperatures during the growing season (Supplementary Figure 1 & 2) associated 
with reduced protein production (Piper and Boote, 1999). 
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Table 5: Performance of parental (PI479762 and PI567214B) and 118 RIL genotypes grown in 2014 and 2015 grown near 
Champaign, Illinois and Boone, Iowa for protein composition. 
Environment 
 
Parents (g kg-1) 
 
RILs (g kg-1)   
 
# of transgressive segregants a 
Year 
 
Location 
 
PI 479762 
 
PI 567214B   Min  
Max   LS Mean 
 
Low Parent 
 
High Parent 
2014  IL  389 
 388  338   399 
 381  3  3 
2014  IA  353 
 358  352  414 
 356  3  3 
2015  IL   335 
 342  303  359 
 331  3  8 
2015  IA-Br  347
b  355b  326  388 
 345  19  18 
2015  IA-Bu  344 
 341  316  383 
 352  12  10 
 
 
a Number of RIL genotypes significantly different from parent with high or low trait phenotype identified using Dunnet’s test.  
b Values significantly different from each other at the 0.05 probability level. 
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Table 6: Performance of parental (PI479762 and PI567214B) and 118 RIL genotypes grown in 2013, 2014, and 2015 near 
Champaign, Illinois and Boone, Iowa for oil composition (2013 data not shown). 
Environment 
 
Parents (g kg-1) 
 
RILs (g kg-1)   
 
Transgressive Segregation a 
Year  Location  PI 479762  PI 567214B  Min  Max   LS Mean  Low Parent  High Parent 
2014  IL  238  238  181  239 
 236  4  5 
2014  IA  191  189  197  253 
 190  5  5 
2015  IL   208  207  180  220 
 205  15  9 
2015  IA-Br  196  190  162  206 
 190  32  5 
2015  IA-Bu  200  196  165  210 
 193  8  17 
 
 
a Number of RIL genotypes significantly different from parent with high or low trait phenotype identified using Dunnet’s test.  
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The RIL population exhibited a strong negative linear correlation between protein and oil 
with coefficient of determinations of 0.27, 0.43, 0.47, 0.34, 0.44, and 0.43 at 14IA, 14IL, 
15IA-Br, 15IA-Bu, and 15IL, respectively (Table 7).  
 
 Table 7: Relationship between protein and oil composition of recombinant inbred lines 
from PI479762 / PI567214B population determined using linear regression at five 
environments in IA and IL.  
Environment    
Year Location   R2 Slope 
2013 IL  0.27 -0.39 
2014 IL  0.43 -0.40 
2014 IA  0.47 -0.51 
2015 IL   0.34 -0.30 
2015 IA-Br  0.44 -0.51 
2015 IA-Bu  0.43 -0.52 
 
 
A negative linear trend was observed between oil and protein and this relationship is well 
documented in the literature (Brummer et al., 1997; Eskandari et al., 2013; Medic et al., 
2014). The mean correlation across five location of -0.39 is near the estimated correlation 
reported by Yaklich et al. (2002) of maturity group I of -0.421. While improving both protein 
and oil simultaneously is biologically challenging, genotypes with high protein and oil may 
shift the severe negative correlation between the traits.  
LG13-19118 and LG13-19028 were the only two RIL genotype in the top 15% of the 
sum of oil and protein at IA and IL environments when analyzed separately. These genotypes 
are specified in Figure 7 where they are identified by an orange or blue arrow for LG13-
19118 and LG13-19028, respectively. In most locations these genotypes lie above the 
regression line as they have higher protein and oil content. Genotypes with both high protein 
and oil can be used to modify the relationship between the traits to lessen the severity of 
improving one trait while decreasing the other. These genotypes can be used to increase both 
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protein and oil simultaneously.  Six genotypes were consistently high for protein composition 
across all environments. LG13-19028, which was high for the sum of protein and oil, was 
also found to be consistently high for protein composition making it a valuable line for 
improving protein and oil as well. LG13-19063, LG13-19103, and LG13-19104 were 
identified across all locations for high oil content as per the criterion used. These genotypes 
had decreased protein composition which is expected with the large amount of oil 
accumulated by the seed. 
 
Table 8: Recombinant inbred lines from PI479762 / PI567214B  population in the top 
15% of the sum of oil and protein content across all environments. RIL genotypes high 
in protein and oil are listed. 
RILs in Top 15%  
Oil + Protein 
 
Protein 
 
Oil 
LG13-19028  LG13-19021  LG13-19063 
LG13-19118  LG13-19028  LG13-19103 
 
 LG13-19050  LG13-19146 
 LG13-19067   
  LG13-19080   
  LG13-19106   
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Figure 6: Linear regression output of the relationship between protein and oil content of RIL genotypes from PI479762 / PI567214B 
across six environments. Arrows indicate genotypes in the top 15% of all RIL genotypes for the sum of protein and oil across six 
environments (orange = LG13-19118; blue = LG13-19028). 
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Several RILs exist within the population that can be used for directional selection; LG13-
19080 LS mean across all environments was 383 g kg-1 protein and 175 g kg-1 oil, and LG13-
19146 was 327 g kg-1 protein and 220 g kg-1 oil. These two genotypes are an example of the 
extremes in the population and are also an example of the difficulty of improving protein and 
oil simultaneously as they contain low oil, high protein, and high oil with low protein 
composition profiles, respectively.  LG13-19028 averaged 368 g kg-1 and 207 g kg-1 and 
LG13-19118 averaged 373 g kg-1 and 202 g kg-1 for protein and oil respectively. These 
genotypes contain ideal phenotypes of high protein and oil. 
 
QTL Mapping 
 A genetic linkage map (Supplementary Figure 1) was created using 825 polymorphic 
SNP markers with an approximate total genetic length of 2788 cM.  The average number of 
markers per chromosome was 41.3 spanning 20 linkage groups (Supplementary Table 2). 
The order of markers between loci was in general agreement with the soybean consensus 
genetic map (Hyten et al., 2010).  
 
Single Location-Oil 
 Across six environments there were 14 QTL associated with oil composition detected 
on Gm 06, 08, 09, 11, 13, and 17 (Table 7). Three of the QTL (qOIL06-001, qOIL06-002, 
and qOIL17-014) were detected in only one environment and 11 QTL reported in at least two 
environments. A QTL on Gm 08 (qOIL08-003) was detected at IL13 and IA14 with LOD 
scores of 5.37 and 4.30, respectively. This locus explained 16% and 12.6% of the variance 
with additive effect of -0.29 and -0.26 at IL13 and IA14 respectively. The negative effect of 
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the QTL indicates that the allele increasing oil content is from PI567214B. This QTL is 
approximately 2 cM upstream of a previously reported QTL from a 
Charleston/Dongnong594 RIL population by Qi et al. (2011). Two QTL (qOIL09-004 and 
qOIL09-005) were detected on Gm 09 at two locations each. The upstream QTL (qOIL09-
004) was approximately 5 cM apart flanked by markers ss715603740- ss715603788 and 
ss715603840- ss715603870 appearing to be two closely linked QTL. This QTL maps within 
a region of previously reported seed linolenic, palmitic, and stearic acid (Li et al., 2011; 
Hyten et al., 2004). Li et al. (2011) identified QTL associated with both linolenic and stearic 
acid in a RIL population developed between two Chinese genotypes. Hyten et al. (2004) 
identified a QTL associated with modified stearic acid content in a Williams/Essex RIL 
population. The closely linked QTL (qOIL09-005) with an additive effect of 0.24 percentage 
points also maps within the previously defined regions associated with palmitic and stearic 
acid content reported (Hyten et al. 2004). Both loci have positive additive effects indicating 
that the positive alleles are from PI479762. These two QTL (qOIL09-004 and qOIL09-005) 
are tightly linked in coupling and could be potential targets to improve oil composition using 
molecular assisted selection (MAS) techniques. Further validation is needed to confirm these 
two QTL. With a small population size (n=118) resulting in limited recombination events, 
these loci may in fact just be one QTL. These loci if affecting seed fatty acid content may 
provide utility to breeders for modification of oil content as well as seed quality for industrial 
uses. A QTL on Gm 11 (qOIL11-006) was identified at IA15-Br (additive effect = 0.23) and 
IA15-Bu (additive effect = 0.26) and mapped nearly 4 cM apart. The linkage group for Gm 
11 assembled in this study was considerably longer (163 cM) in comparison to the 2003 
composite map (132 cM). A higher resolution linkage map is needed to refine this linkage 
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group to determine if the putative QTL co-localizes with previous QTL. A QTL on Gm 13 
(qOIL13-007) was detected in three environments (IA15-Br, IL15, and IA15-Bu). Qi el al. 
(2011) identified oil QTL within the same region and this study provides evidence of the 
QTL. This may be a good target for breeder to improve oil composition as this QTL appears 
to be stable across environments.   
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Table 9: Significant QTL year, location, map position, and genetic contribution for oil composition in a recombinant inbred 
population from PI479762/PI567214B identified across individual environments. 
ID Environment Gm 
Position 
(cM) Left Marker Right Marker LODa PVE (%)b Addc 
qOIL06-001 IA15-Bu 06 50 ss715594881 ss715594963 3.38 8.35 0.19 
qOIL06-002 IA15-Bu 06 190 ss715595578 ss715595644 4.55 11.03 -0.22 
qOIL08-003 IL-13 08 12 ss715601449 ss715601551 5.37 16.32 -0.29 
qOIL08-003 IA-14 08 12 ss715601449 ss715601551 4.30 12.55 -0.26 
qOIL09-004 IA-14 09 69 ss715603740 ss715603788 4.01 13.12 0.26 
qOIL09-004 IA15-Br 09 74 ss715603840 ss715603870 3.83 19.99 0.29 
qOIL09-005 IL-13 09 81 ss715603968 ss715604096 3.33 11.39 0.24 
qOIL09-005 IL-15 09 81 ss715603968 ss715604096 4.25 15.64 0.22 
qOIL11-006 IA15-Br 11 146 ss715610843 ss715610901 3.83 12.31 0.23 
qOIL11-006 IA15-Bu 11 150 ss715610988 ss715611096 4.90 14.55 0.26 
qOIL13-007 IA15-Br 13 1 ss715616599 ss715616569 3.40 10.10 0.21 
qOIL13-007 IL-15 13 2 ss715616599 ss715616569 3.34 9.97 0.18 
qOIL13-007 IA15-Bu 13 2 ss715616599 ss715616569 5.76 13.91 0.25 
qOIL17-008 IA15-Bu 17 46 ss715628328 ss715628372 3.18 11.31 0.23 
a Logarithm of odds ratio. 
b % phenotypic variance explained by the QTL. 
c Additive effect of QTL. Positive values indicate that the allele from PI479762 is responsible for the increase while negative effects 
indicate that PI567214B contributes to increased oil content. 
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Multi-environment Trial Mapping-Oil 
 The multi-environment trial (MET) analysis identified 14 QTL associated with 
increased oil content on Gm 03, 06, 08, 09, 11, 13, 14, 17, and 19. Eight QTL (qOIL03-001, 
qOIL06-002, qOIL08-003, qOIL09-004, qOIL09-005, qOIL11-006, qOIL13-007, qOIL17-
008) identified in the single environment analysis were identified again by the MET analysis 
confirming the previous findings. The LOD score for those loci ranged from 6.88-14.15 at 
qOIL11-006 and qOIL13-007. All QTL were considered stable across all six environments of 
testing with a LOD (AxE) less than 5.42 confirming their previous detection across at least 
two environments. PI479762 contributed the majority of the favorable alleles among the 
seven specified QTL with all but qOIL06-002 and qOIL08-003 with effect of -0.12 and -0.14. 
This finding is in agreement with the single environment analysis illustrating that most of the 
QTL identified were derived from alleles from PI479762. The QTL, qOIL13-007 on Gm 13 
which was mapped in three of the six individual environment tests contributed the largest 
effect of 0.15 increase in oil composition in comparison to the population mean. This effect 
estimate, while still significant, is smaller than previous estimates of 0.18, 0.25, and 0.23 at 
IL15, IA15-Bu, and IA15-Bu, respectively. The estimated effect generated by the MET 
analysis may be more precise as more environments are incorporated into the estimation in 
comparison to individual environments. This locus is a potential target locus of selection to 
improve oil composition across multiple environments. Several other QTL were detected that 
were not previously detected in the single-environment analysis. Closer examination of these 
QTL revealed slight peaks below the LOD=3.00 threshold in the single environment analysis. 
A larger population size is needed to more accurately determine effect of the putative QTL to 
define regions that may have larger effects than others for guiding molecular assisted 
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breeding. Re-synthesizing the population with a more individuals and evaluating across 
similar environments would increase power of detection and validate the QTL that are 
determined stable.  
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Table 10: Significant QTL positions, effects, and stability for oil composition detected in a in a recombinant inbred population 
from PI479762/PI567214B by QEI mapping. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a Significant QTL identified by QEI mapping that coincided with those reported in the single environment analysis. 
b Logarithm of odds ratio. 
c Logarithm of odds ratio of the additive by environment interaction. Significant LOD scores indicate a QTL that is not stable across 
environments.  
d Percent variance explained by the QTL. 
e Percent variance explained by the additive by environment interaction of the QTL. 
f Additive effect of QTL. Positive values indicate that the allele from PI479762 is responsible for the increase while negative effects 
are from PI567214B 
ID Gm 
Position 
(cM) 
Left Marker Right Marker LODb LOD(AxE)c PVEd PVE(AxE)e Addf 
qOIL03-009 03 33 ss715586837 ss715586887 5.70 1.39 3.04 1.03 0.10 
qOIL03-001a 06 50 ss715594881 ss715594963 8.98 1.28 4.19 0.63 0.13 
qOIL06-010 06 173 ss715595327 ss715595369 6.27 0.84 2.87 0.37 0.11 
qOIL06-011 06 175 ss715595369 ss715595392 7.37 0.65 3.64 0.58 -0.12 
qOIL06-002a 06 192 ss715595578 ss715595644 8.88 1.71 4.06 0.72 -0.12 
qOIL08-003a 08 12 ss715601449 ss715601551 11.80 2.79 6.66 2.36 -0.14 
qOIL09-004a 09 69 ss715603740 ss715603788 5.58 2.28 2.97 1.47 0.08 
qOIL09-005a 09 81 ss715603968 ss715604096 10.25 2.23 4.52 0.80 0.13 
qOIL11-012 11 121 ss715610986 ss715609652 5.46 0.34 2.75 0.40 0.10 
qOIL11-006a 11 150 ss715610988 ss715611096 6.88 3.26 2.59 0.85 0.09 
qOIL13-007a 13 2 ss715616599 ss715616569 14.15 4.41 5.74 1.08 0.15 
qOIL14-013 14 39 ss715618698 ss715618171 7.13 0.92 3.51 0.65 0.12 
qOIL17-008a 17 46 ss715628328 ss715628372 8.86 0.52 3.83 0.19 0.13 
qOIL19-014 19 10 ss715635705 ss715635575 5.63 0.44 2.56 0.24 -0.10 
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Single Location-Protein 
Across six environments six seed protein content QTL were detected on Gm01, 03, 
13, and 17 (Table 11). No QTL was detected in multiple environments and may be due to 
lower heritability, small population size resulting in a reduced detection power or the G x E 
effect of the QTL. Two QTL (confirmed by MET analysis) on Gm 13 (qPRO13-003 and 
qPRO13-004) located at 83 and 88 cM with additive effects of 0.34 and 0.32 could be a 
region of interest with the tight linkage between the two loci that would likely be inherited 
together. These two loci co-localize with a previously reported QTL from an Essex/Williams 
RIL population developed by Hyten et al. (2004) that was mapped to a broad interval of 79.7-
99.7 cM in three environments. A larger population size is needed to confirm the existence of 
these two loci. A QTL on Gm 17 (qPRO17-005) was identified at IL-15 with an additive 
effect of -0.41. This QTL co-localizes with qOIL17-008 that has an additive effect of 0.23. 
This region has been identified as being associated with seed oil composition and 
modification of amino acid composition in previous separate studies. Panthee et al. (2006) 
associated this region with Methionine + Cysteine content. Modification of amino acid 
content is an important goal in nutrition for swine and poultry (Medic et al.,2014). Another 
QTL identified by Panthee et al. (2006) co-localized with the putative loci with modification 
in the Leucine content and is another important component in developing improved soybean 
meal for animal and human consumption. Hyten et al. (2004) reported a QTL associated with 
oil content spanning a broad region of 24.5-57.1 cM.  These two loci (qPRO17-005 and 
qOIL17-008) are in repulsion linkage phase and are examples of the difficulty of improving 
both traits simultaneously as previously reported in literature (Brummer et al., 1997; Chung 
et al., 2003; Pathan et al., 2013). 
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Table 11: Significant QTL year, location, map position, and genetic contribution for protein composition in a recombinant 
inbred population from PI479762/PI567214B identified across individual environments. 
ID Environment Gm Position Left Marker Right Marker LODa PVE (%)b Addc 
qPRO01-001 IL-14 01 10 ss715580414 ss715580379 3.15 17.43 0.48 
qPRO03-002 IL-14 03 37 ss715587016 ss715586985 3.47 32.64 -0.65 
qPRO13-003 IA-14 13 83 ss715615086 ss715614830 3.37 11.97 0.34 
qPRO13-004 IL-13 13 88 ss715614663 ss715614511 3.25 11.04 0.32 
qPRO17-005 IL-15 17 45 ss715628234 ss715628328 5.02 14.75 -0.41 
qPRO17-006 IL-15 17 73 ss715628380 ss715625833 7.86 25.55 0.53 
a Logarithm of odds ratio. 
b Percent variance explained by the QTL. 
c Additive effect of QTL. Positive values indicate that the allele from PI479762 is responsible for the increase while negative effects 
are from PI567214B. 
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Multi-environment Trial Mapping-Protein 
 The MET analysis mapped 18 significant QTL associated with protein composition 
on Gm 01, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 09, 13, and 17. The six QTL identified in the single 
environment analysis coincided with those reported in the MET analysis.  The LOD score for 
these loci ranged from 5.54-8.73 and all were stable besides qPRO17-006 with a LOD (AxE) 
of 6.08 that exceeded the threshold of LOD (AxE)=5.42. All six QTL besides qPRO17-005 
contained additive effects for the favorable allele derived from PI479762. These loci had 
additive effects of 0.14-0.18 and the largest effect of all loci of -0.21 from qPRO09-016. Two 
pairs of QTL were identified that were located in tight linkage with each other; the first was 
located on Gm 05 at location 60 and 63cM and the second on Gm 13 at 83 and 88 cM. Futher 
validation is needed again in this instance to further verify the presence of these two QTL. 
The first pair of loci are in repulsion with the favorable alleles from opposite parents with 
effect of 0.20 and -0.19. Recombination is needed between the two loci to develop a 
recombinant with both favorable alleles in the same genotype. The other pair of QTL on Gm 
13 have effects of 0.18 for both QTL. This would be a favorable region for soybean breeders 
with a combined additive effect of 0.36 and as they are located nearly 5 cM apart would 
likely be inherited together.  All other QTL identified were stable across environments 
making them potential breeding targets. Improving both protein and oil simultaneously 
requires breeders to develop genotypes that have QTL that do not exhibit either tight linkage 
or pleiotropic effect with unfavorable alleles of the other trait. Identifying QTL associated 
with either protein or oil that co-localize with QTL of the other trait will facilitate 
improvement of both traits simultaneously.  
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Table 12: Significant QTL positions, effects, and stability for protein composition detected in a recombinant inbred population 
from PI479762/PI567214B by MET mapping. 
a Significant QTL identified by QEI mapping that coincided with those reported in the single environment analysis. 
b Logarithm of odds ratio. 
c Logarithm of odds ratio of the additive by environment interaction. Significant LOD scores indicate a QTL that is not stable across 
environments.  
d Percent variance explained by the QTL. 
e Percent variance explained by the additive by environment interaction of the QTL. 
f Additive effect of QTL. Positive values indicate that the allele from PI479762 is responsible for the increase while negative effects 
are from PI56721B
ID Gm 
Position  
(cM) 
Left Marker Right Marker LOD LOD(AxE) PVE PVE(AxE) Add 
qPRO01-001a 01 10 ss715580414 ss715580379 5.54 0.97 3.04 0.62 0.15 
qPRO03-002a 03 39 ss715586985 ss715585260 6.01 1.65 2.76 0.61 0.14 
qPRO03-007 03 144 ss715586586 ss715586618 5.63 0.20 2.84 0.13 0.16 
qPRO04-008 04 68 ss715589363 ss715589576 5.66 0.82 2.72 0.33 -0.15 
qPRO05-009 05 30 ss715591234 ss715591159 5.59 1.07 3.02 0.74 0.15 
qPRO05-010 05 52 ss715590864 ss715590809 6.40 0.29 3.25 0.21 -0.17 
qPRO05-011 05 60 ss715590739 ss715590654 8.09 0.12 4.08 0.14 0.20 
qPRO05-012 05 63 ss715590654 ss715590552 7.84 0.22 3.85 0.12 -0.19 
qPRO05-013 05 70 ss715590333 ss715590024 5.84 0.24 2.93 0.13 0.17 
qPRO06-014 06 175 ss715595369 ss715595392 7.20 0.51 3.77 0.38 0.19 
qPRO07-015 07 72 ss715596614 ss715598980 8.63 0.64 4.30 0.27 -0.20 
qPRO09-016 09 93 ss715604248 ss715604411 9.11 0.66 4.54 0.21 -0.21 
qPRO13-003a 13 83 ss715615086 ss715614830 7.64 1.17 3.93 0.70 0.18 
qPRO13-004a 13 88 ss715614663 ss715614511 8.73 1.86 4.46 0.99 0.18 
qPRO13-017 13 165 ss715617268 ss715617303 6.03 0.35 2.96 0.12 0.17 
qPRO17-005a 17 45 ss715628234 ss715628328 7.85 2.28 4.10 1.26 -0.17 
qPRO17-006a 17 73 ss715628380 ss715625833 7.96 6.08 4.53 3.57 0.10 
qPRO17-018 17 98 ss715626733 ss715627055 7.06 0.32 3.41 0.08 0.18 
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Co-Localization of Protein and Oil QTL 
 Three pairs of QTL were identified that either co-localized or are tightly linked 
between QTL associated with protein and oil (Table 11). Two QTL (qOIL03-009 and 
qPRO03-002) are located on Gm03 at 33 and 39 cM for oil and protein, respectively, with 
additive effect of 0.10 and 0.14. These two loci located 6 cM apart are targets for 
improvement of both protein and oil. As both favorable alleles are derived from PI479762 
the use of MAS should facilitate movement of either the entire region or as two independent 
loci to lessen the probability for linkage drag as the parental genotypes likely lack elite 
agronomic characteristics. These two loci have been previously mapped by independent 
studies and the reported QTL in this study co-localize with those reported. Qi et al. (2011) 
mapped a QTL associated with oil composition from a Charleston/Dongnong RIL population 
between 31.8-33.8 cM. Lee et al. (1996) mapped a QTL associated with protein composition 
from Young/PI416937 (two high protein parents) F4 population that displayed no correlation 
between protein and oil composition. A QTL on Gm06 (qOIL03-011) located at position 175 
associated with oil composition co-localized with a protein QTL (qPRO06-014) located at 
the same loci. The estimated length of Gm 06 is greater than the 2003 composite linkage 
group. 23 reported QTL associated with protein and oil map to the distal end with 10 QTL 
mapping to a region between 112-115 cM. A mapping study of a RIL population from OAC 
Millennium/ Heinong #38 identified a QTL between the previous interval associated with 
seed yield, 100 seed weight, protein, and oil composition (Palomeque et al., 2009). While the 
reported QTL does not co-localize to the previous referenced region, a follow up-study is 
warranted to determine the potential usefulness of this locus to improve both protein and oil 
simultaneously. Another region on Gm 17 contained two loci associated with oil and protein 
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in tight linkage (1 cM). The QTL associated with oil composition (qOIL17-008) co-localizes 
with a broad region reported by Hyten et al. (2004) and this study confirms and narrows the 
region previously reported. The QTL associated with protein (qPRO17-005) lies 1 cM 
upstream from a previously reported QTL associated with increased methionine and cysteine 
content (Panthee et al., 2006). Modification of Sulphur containing amino acids is an 
important trait for chicken and swine producers and may be of interest to soybean breeders 
for value added soybean meal (Medic et al., 2014). These two tightly linked loci may be of 
interest to breeders to improve oil and seed protein quality simultaneously to improve the 
quality of both end-products of soybean processing.  
 
Table 13: QTL associated with oil composition that co-localize or are in tight linkage (< 
10 cM) with QTL for protein composition and their respective additive effects as 
estimated by MET mapping. 
  Position
a 
 Add
b 
Chromosome  Oil  Protein  Oil  Protein 
Gm03  33 (qOIL03-009)  39 (qPRO03-002)  0.1  0.14 
Gm06  175 (qOIL03-011)  175 (qPRO06-014)  -0.12  0.19 
Gm17  46 (qOIL17-008)  45 (qPRO17-005)  0.13  -0.17 
a Map position of putative QTL associated with both protein and oil content that co-localize 
or are in tight linkage. 
b Additive effect of QTL of respective QTL that co-localize with another QTL. 
 
Observational Traits Co-localization with protein/oil QTL 
 Agronomic traits were mapped for IA15-Bu, IA15-Br, and IA14 with QTL reported 
on Gm03, 04, 08, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, and 20. A QTL on Gm 11 (qSWT11-003) associated 
with seed weight was mapped in two locations (IA15-Br and IA15-Bu). No QTL associated 
with seed weight, plant height, and lodging co-localized with those reported associated with 
protein and oil content. Therefore, these QTL reported can be used without simultaneously 
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impacting other loci that may impact agronomic performance of the traits measured in this 
study. While seed yield was not measured in this study, seed weight was collected as this trait 
is a secondary trait important for soybean breeders. A further analysis is warranted among 
those genotypes high in both protein and oil or just the two components independently. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 A diverse RIL population was created from two parents with both high protein and oil 
composition. The resulting progeny displayed significant transgressive segregation for both 
protein and oil composition across three years and six environments of testing. Several RIL 
genotypes had high protein and oil composition making them potentially useful sources of 
protein and oil alleles in breeding programs. These genotypes, while not breaking the 
biological limits of the negative relationship between protein and oil, may provide soybean 
breeders with germplasm that can improve both traits simultaneously. Single location 
analysis identified 20 QTL while the QEI analysis revealed 32 significant QTL associated 
with protein and oil composition using IciMapping. A QTL on Gm 13 between ss715616599- 
ss715616569 was consistently identified across individual locations and in the QEI analysis 
revealing that this locus may be a valuable target for breeders to improve oil content. Other 
regions of interest for oil content exist on Gm 08, 09, 11 and others that were identified at 
least two times in the single location and in the MET analysis. Two close QTL associated 
with protein content were identified on Gm13 approximately 5 cM apart making this a 
potentially useful region. Several other loci associated with protein content were also 
identified as potential breeding targets.  
  
Recommendations for Future Work 
 While several QTL were located in this study and flanking markers identified, a fine 
mapping approach may be needed to precisely locate the region. As this population was 
developed from two diverse parents, the amount of linkage drag associated with the target 
loci may hinder breeders from introgressing these loci. Therefore if a narrower region is 
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identified, then either marker assisted backcrossing or QTL cloning can be implemented to 
utilize these loci in a breeding program. As a result of the small mapping population the 
effects of the reported QTL may be overestimated. Either re-synthesizing the population with 
more progeny or conducting a joint-linkage mapping approach with other diverse population 
would more accurately estimate the effect of these loci before further downstream breeding 
decision are made.  
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Supplementary Table 1: QTL identified by IcimMapping of seed weight, plant, height, and lodging at IA14, IA15-Br, and 
IA15-Bu. 
 
a Logarithm of odds ratio. 
b Percent variance explained by the QTL. 
f Additive effect of QTL. Positive values indicate that the allele from PI479762 is responsible for the increase while negative effects 
are from PI56721B.
ID Trait  Location   Gm  Position  LeftMarker  RightMarker  LODa  PVE(%)b  Addf 
qPHT03-001 Height  IA15-Br   03  66  ss715585260  ss715585358  3.46  17.97  -5.45 
qPHT15-002 Height  IA15-Bu   15  112  ss715622010  ss715621781  3.52  10.32  -3.86 
qPHT18-003 Height  IA15-Bu   18  70  ss715629917  ss715630321  3.07  8.44  3.47 
qPHT19-004 Height  IA15-Br   19  56  ss715634774  ss715634765  3.57  39.85  8.16 
qLOD04-001 Lodging  IA15-Bu   04  123  ss715588639  ss715588633  4.43  79.39  0.76 
qLOD13-002 Lodging  IA15-Bu   13  67  ss715615583  ss715615532  4.82  79.50  0.76 
qLOD14-003 Lodging  IA15-Bu   14  73  ss715619748  ss715619721  4.76  79.40  0.76 
qLOD15-004 Lodging  IA15-Bu   15  68  ss715620326  ss715620295  4.50  79.40  0.76 
qLOD19-005 Lodging  IA15-Bu   19  7  ss715635705  ss715635575  6.09  76.64  -0.78 
qSWT04-001 Seed Weight  IA15-Br   04  22  ss715587562  ss715587903  5.10  14.38  0.45 
qSWT08-002 Seed Weight  IA15-Br   08  113  ss715600538  ss715600943  3.01  8.25  -0.34 
qSWT11-003 Seed Weight  IA15-Br   11  137  ss715610723  ss715610717  3.24  8.70  0.35 
qSWT11-003 Seed Weight  IA15-Bu   11  138  ss715610717  ss715610809  3.04  15.02  0.47 
qSWT18-004 Seed Weight  IA15-Bu   18  125  ss715632049  ss715632231  6.08  21.97  0.57 
qSWT20-005 Seed Weight  IA14   20  55  ss715636896  ss715637380  3.01  11.30  0.55 
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Supplementary Table 2: : Length and distance of linkage map created in IciMapping 
using the Illumina Infinium BARCSoySNP6K BeadChip on 118 genotypes of a RIL 
population from PI479762/PI567214B. 
 
Chromosome (Gm)  Length (cM)  Markers 
01  126.5  34 
02  157  51 
03  144.5  42 
04  146.8  45 
05  130.2  46 
06  213  35 
07  145.4  38 
08  150.8  55 
09  127.6  32 
10  175  35 
11  162.8  33 
12  105.9  31 
13  168.8  53 
14  112.3  45 
15  124.9  47 
16  75  30 
17  143.3  42 
18  143.2  46 
19  121.7  49 
20  113.7  36 
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Supplementary Figure 1: Mean temperature acquired from NOAA weather stations located near Champaign, IL and 
Boone, IA during growing season. 
Supplementary Figure 2: Monthly accumulated precipitation acquired from NOAA weather stations located near 
Champaign, IL and Boone, IA during growing season. 
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Supplementary Figure 1: Linkage map of marker loci and genetic distance generated in 
IciMapping. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 3: Linkage map generated by Icim Mapping used for 
conducting QTL mapping of all traits. 
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Supplementary Figure:  1Significant QTL associated with seed oil content identified by IcimMapping using the Multi-
Environment Trial mapping function. LOD score plotted parallel to linkage map of corresponding chromosome and 
peaks > 5.42 were significant 
 Supplementary Figure 4: Significant QTL associated with seed oil content 
identified by IcimMapping using the Multi-Environment Trial mapping 
function. LOD score plotted parallel to linkage map of corresponding 
chromosome and peaks > 5.42 were significant. 
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Agricultural Marketing Resource Center. 2015. Soybean Oil and Biodiesel Usage Projections 
&Ba 
 Supplementary Figure 5: Significant QTL associated with seed protein content 
identified by IciMapping across six environments using the Multi-environment 
trial mapping function with LOD score plotted parallel to linkage map of the 
respective chromosomes.  
